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Course Design and Pedagogy

Why This Course?
Development Studies, as a discipline, emerges due to increasing concern about economic prospects for the third
world. It aims to integrate ideas of politics and development. It is inter and multi-disciplinary subject encompassing a
variety of social scientific fields. Engagement prospects lie as professional development workers with direct practice in
administrative, management and policy planning positions in various non-governmental organizations (NGOs) as well
as in government departments and corporate foundations as part of Corporate Social Responsibility.

Easing out of Startup climate too has led to Development Studies as most demanding profession. In the present age
of scale hungry, tech driven startups the breed of social entrepreneurs, think beyond bottom-lines and shareholders.
Such Social Ventures needs to be chiseled to represent a unique human story of fight, hope and triumph against
something that upsets people's social and economic aspirations. These ventures form pillars of social good brand.

You, too, can become an integral part of this sector and contribute considerably with your special skills, capabilities
and passion to create a better tomorrow!

The course design is structured around the major, components of class room learning, field-trip education,
development internship and seminar/colloquium drik- The course design follows a contemporary pedagogy
comprising of interactive lectures, project based workshops, case analysis, organizational visits, field learning,
experience sharing with development professionals and task based simulation exercises. At every juncture students'
competencies are gauged in all the components of the course through tests, presentations and interviews. The overall
objective which is pursued through' the course design and the pedagogy is to create a constructive bent of mind
towards development as a discipline by developing the right knowledge, skills and attitude.



The PGDM-DS course has embraced the experiential learning
model to impart hard-core occupational skills to the students.
Experiential education components are conceived with an eye
on both the process of learning and the outcomes. Theme
based colloquiums, workshops and conferences are carefully
designed to involve students and encourage them to
brainstorm so that their learnings are reinforced.

Induction Programme
This programme brings the participants close to socio-economic
and anthropological issues & context. As aspiring development
professionals they are oriented and sensitized to development
issuesand best practices within the institutional paradigm.

Fee structure and schedule
Fees for the two-year, full-time, residential course that includes
cost of tuition, reading material, library and computer facilities,
study visits, alumni association membership and students'
activities is ~ 3,02,5501- for the first year and ~ 2,92,4501- for the
second year (payable in 6 instalments over 2 years). It also includes
caution money deposit of ~ 10,0001-, which does not accrue any
interest, and will be refunded on successful completion of the
course. Hostel charges will be ~ 55,0001- per year (AC on twin-
sharing basis). Mess charges will be as per the rates decided by the
Institute.

Social Awareness Test (SAT) &
Personal Interview (PI)

May Cycle

LastDatefor Submitting Form 8th May,2016

DownloadAdmit Card 12th May,2016

SATand PI 18th-20th May,2016

SAT and PI Centres: Ahmedabad,Bengaluru,Bhopal,
Bhubaneswar,Delhi,Jaipur,Kolkata,Lucknowand Mumbai.
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